nevertheless—and then suddenly a Russian shell burst
rather uncomfortably near. So we ran forward to an
observation post, which was a shallow pit, and took cover.
The next thing was a series of sharp explosions about
forty yards behind us. This was the Russians welcoming
us with trench mortars and rifle grenades, Things were
beginning to get a little hot* And then a regular artillery
duel began right over our heads, Finnish shells screamed
thirty or forty feet over us making that awful whistling noise
which sounds rather like this	and pitched on to
the ice of the lake rather too far out to the left, about three
hundred yards away* sending up great fountains of snow
and ice. They looked more like naval shells. I saw the
artillery observer pick up the field telephone and correct
the aim, with the result that the next lot fell into the woods
and may have hit their mark.
Meanwhile, the Russian shells were whistling back right
over our heads and bursting seventy or eighty yards behind.
And though I may have said uncomplimentary things
about the Russian artillery in the past, I could have wished
for a good deal less accuracy than they were showing then,
because they were grouping uncomfortably well and it was
only a question of shortening their range a little for things
to become really unpleasant. After about twenty minutes
or so of this, it quietened down a bit, and they told us that
we'd better move back quietly, in pairs.
I was one of the last pair to leave, and just before we
actually started the Russians sent over a parting volley of
a couple of shells which were the nearest of the lot ; they
burst between forty and fifty yards away from us. After
that we got rather gingerly out of the observation post and
made our way back to the front line headquarters,
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